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Chairman’s Statement
We don’t deny the tremendous challenges faced by the
Jordanian economy in 2014, resulting from many factors
that have left their remarks on the Jordanian government,
especially the unstable political and economic conditions
in the Middle East, namely the crises in both Syria and
Iraq. In fact, the implications of these difficult conditions led to aggravate the influx of Syrian refugees that
adversely increased the burden on all sectors, especially
the economic, health and educational sectors. However,
with further planning under the auspices of the royal insights, Jordan dealt with
these ensuing pressures as a point of departure to convert the resulted challenges into heavily exploited opportunities.
Despite these challenges, a breakthrough began to emerge on the horizon,
concurrently with the reduction of global oil prices as well as the attraction
of investment opportunities in Jordan that involves all sectors, especially the
industrial sector. Indeed, until the third quarter of 2014, the investments that
applied to benefit from the previous Investment Promotion Law totaled to JOD
(1.08) billion, recording a growth of 11% compared to JOD (906) million of the
total industrial investments in the former year.
Besides, there is no doubt that issuing a flexible promotion investment law in the
late of 2014 underlines the economic importance of the upcoming stage, which
will make the Kingdom a prime destination in the region in terms of stimulating
investments. This would be a result of the attractive investment environment
along with the stability of the Kingdom on both political and security levels.
In fact, the new law includes articles and paragraphs that deal with the investment process in an opened mind mentality in order to serve the Jordanian
economy in all its sectors, characterized of its small size and high susceptibility
to the regional and international conditions with temporary imbalances.
Moreover, due to the importance of the industrial sector and its contribution
to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), additionally to its vital role in enabling
countries in terms of consistency, stability and presence in the international
economy, it is expected that the Jordanian industrial sector will contribute
increasingly in the GDP, recording a growth rate from (26.1%) with the end of
2014 to (32%) at the end of 2025, according to the Decimal Plan approved by
the Government to the national economy during the period of (2015-2025).
12

Fully satisfied of the JIEC’s achievements realized during 2014, I would like to
highlight that these significant achievements contributed to improve and expand the growth of the national economy, distinctly the GDP. This has been
down to the passion, hard work and efforts of all the successive administrations of the Company and its staff. I am pleased to announce here proudly
that the number of industrial facilities that are currently established in the
JIEC’s Industrial Estates and distributed at all industrial sectors reached to
743 facilities in 2014, comparatively with 617 facilities until the end of the
former year. This records a growth rate of 20%. Additionally, the volume of
its investments totaled JOD (2553, 25) million, compared to JOD (2435, 55)
million in 2013, recording a growth rate of 4.8%. Moreover, exports of Industrial Estates reached to JOD (1236.9) million in 2014, compared to JOD
(1119.38) million in the former year, recording a growth rate of 10.5%, which
represents about 25% of the total exports in the Kingdom.
It is to be noted also that these investments offered approximately 49.000
employment opportunities in all industrial sectors, compared to 39.000
opportunities in 2013. This indicates a growth rate of 22.8%, knowing that
employment opportunities in the Industrial Estates accounted for 28% of
the total employees in the whole manufacturing sector of the Kingdom.
Finally, I cannot fail to highlight the hard effort of the Company as well as
its economic role in developing the local society. In fact, the Company
managed to boost employment opportunities for Jordanian youth by
establishing industrial estates as well as by attracting investments to the
Kingdom, which reflects the major role of the Company in supporting the
government’s efforts, aiming at poverty alleviation as well as tackling unemployment. This major role of the Company has been actually translated
into real actions by taking advantage of the attracted investments in order
to create new job opportunities without bearing the government any other
financial burden due to its creation. Effectively, the statistics indicate that
creating each job opportunity costs on average JOD (30.000) thousand of
the new investments.
May God protect Jordan under the auspices of His Majesty King Abdullah II Bin
Al-Hussein, May God protect and preserve him.

Chairman
Dr. Ali Al-Madadheh
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Jordanian Economic Indicators & Future Outlook for 2014
The repercussions of the unstable economic, social and political conditions at
both regional and international levels
have reflected on the performance of the
Jordanian economy. After the start of the
global economic and financial crisis in
2008 and the aftermath of the economic
crisis in 2010, economic, social and political crises emerged successively in the
region. Of great importance, the political
turmoil in Syria during 2014 has resulted
in the inflow of Syrian refugees into Jordan. Effectively, this unparalleled state
of tension created a great burden on the
national economy as well as on all economic sectors; especially that Jordan is
currently home to more than 1.6 millions
Syrians, whether they are refugees or
residents. As a result of what mentioned
previously, great pressures have been reflected on the infrastructure as well as on
health and education sectors and other
sectors which are all still funded from the
Government budget. Additionally, the
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lack of foreign assistance that many donors failed to honor their responsibilities
towards the Syrian crisis had also its impacts on the performance. Yet, the fall in
oil products prices during the last quarter of 2014 contributed to reduce pressures resulted from the current account
deficit in the balance of payments and
the general budget. Also, it contributed
to reduce the high internal and external
debts, measured by both absolute and
relative numbers to the GDP.
Despite all these factors, the Jordanian economy achieved a continuation
of good performance compared to the
same period of the former year. As to
the national economy, a growth of 3.5%
has been registered in 2014 according to
the Department of Statistics’ Estimates,
a ratio not significantly different from
the growth rate of the former year that
reached to 2.8%. Yet, 2014 growth rate
will remain below the levels that have

been registered during 2000-2008 with
an average growth of 6.6%. 2014 economic growth came as a result of the
performance recovery in most goods and
services sectors, especially the strategic
industrial sector.
As to the labor market, unemployment
rate declined from 12.6% in 2013 to
reach 12.3% in 2014 according to the official statistics. Yet, The inflation rates
are increasing; while 2013 inflation rate
reached 5.6%, it continued increasing to
reach 8.4% in 2014. This increase in inflation came as a result of the rising world
oil prices, which reflected on prices of imported goods, especially during the first
half of 2014, on one side, and because of
the liberalization of oil derivations prices,
on the other side, which had a direct impact on the increase of the registered “oil
and lightening” prices resulted in major
increase in the prices of transportation
and foodstuffs in the local market.
With regards to the public finance, 2014
revenues registered an increase of 20.4%
over their level recorded in 2013. As for
public expenditures, they witnessed an
increase of 10.8%. Accordingly, the deficit (after grants) declined in 2014 about
JOD (407) million. As a result, the deficit rate declined to 3.5% of the GDP,
or against 5.5% of the GDP in 2013. On
the other side of the public finance, the
deficit (before grants) declined to JOD
(2080) million or declined to 8.1% of the
GDP, compared to JOD (2160) million or
against 8.9% of the GDP in 2013.

The future outlook for the national economy, emanating from local and international prospects, assumes that the economy will start slowly to recover from the
negative implications that resulted from
the unparalleled state of tension and uncertainty in the Middle East. Meanwhile,
it is also expected that the economy will
grow gradually. This can be achieved
through: pursuing the implementation of
the national program of fiscal reform, focusing on developmental projects in several sectors funded by the grant of the
Gulf Cooperation Council, taking necessary actions to improve the public spending, distributing resource gains in a way
that achieve equity and equal opportunity to all sectors and regions of Jordan,
reinforcing the social safety net through
providing subsidy for eligible segments
of low- and medium-income citizens instead of the direct aid to the oil derivations, as well as a continuation plan of
keeping foreign reserves at a comfortable level in the Central Bank, maintaining the inflation rates to an acceptable
levels , and finally boosting employment
opportunities in the labor market, especially youth and women.
All these assumptions among others, if it
is realized, are positive indicators of economic and social development in Jordan
that the regional stability could accelerate, benefiting from a balanced international policy and its development recommendations in all over the globe.
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First: Company Strategic Plan for the years (2014-2016)
- Brief Overview about JIEC
Jordan Industrial Estates Company (JIEC)
is considered the legal successor of Jordan Industrial Estate Corporation, which
was established in 1980 as one of the
tributaries of the national economy. During its march which exceeded a quarter of
a century, the Company has accomplished
an effective developmental and strategic
performance, as it worked in a close cooperation with private sector institutions in
promoting Jordan as a suitable and distinguished environment for investment. The
Company applied the holistic approach
of the Industrial Estates which provides
modern infrastructure services, developed
lands as well as prepared Industrial buildings for serving the investors.

itself into the Jordanian specialist in developing the Industrial Estates in Jordan.
It has acquired the ISO quality certification and has been also awarded the firstplace gold award of King Abdullah II for
Excellence in Government Performance
and Transparency, in addition to many
certificates and awards on both national
and international levels.

The Company was converted into a private shareholding company under the
Development Zones Law No. 2 for the
year 2008. The law has been replaced by
the current Investment Law No. 30 for the
year 2014, in which a whole section tackles the issue of a one-stop-shop investment window for all investment activities
Armed with a long history of experiences inside the Industrial Estates. The purpose
that have been dedicated to give the best is to reorganize all promotion efforts for
shot of it, the Company has transformed encouraging the investment climate.
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- Company Strategic Plan
As Mentioned earlier JIEC was converted
into a private shareholding company
under the Development Zones Law No.
2 for the year 2008. The purpose was to
strengthen the investment environment
by reorganizing all investment references, the whole Industrial Estates that
belong to the Company according to
the law have been considered hence as
Development Zones, by which the industrial facilities in these Estates have
been granted incentives and additional
advantages as stipulated by the new
law “Investment Law”. In accordance to
what have been mentioned previously,
the Company elaborated the Strategic
Plan for the years of (2014-2016). The
content of this plan defined clearly the
strategic goals, key performance indicator, procedural activities, responsibility for implementation and the
The philosophy of establishing Indus- implementation period. The contents
trial Estates is based on contributing of the Company Strategic Plan are outto the creation of favorable investment lined as later:
environment as well as enhancing the
factors that could attract industrial investments. This may be achieved by
providing the key elements of integrated infrastructure and the required
services to attract investments, encouraged by the Kingdom’s economic
openness and the effort of maximizing
the opportunities for taking advantage of the regional and international
agreements signed by Jordan
The task of JIEC aims to establish to,
develop, manage and market the Industrial Estates around the Kingdom to involve all its governorates by the holistic
approach of the Company. By this approach, JIEC seeks to combine the provision of basic and infrastructure services
such as water supply, electricity, roads,
telecommunications and other services
that are needed for the operation of industrial productivity processes with the
diversification of financial banking, customs, health and security services …..
Etc. This has led the Company to succeed as well as to achieve its desired objectives of establishing, developing and
expanding horizontally and vertically in
their projects, and because of our thirty
years of experience in this field we managed to cover the northern, central and
southern regions of Jordan.
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Vision:
A pioneer and trusted partner that cradles sustainable
investment in Jordan and the Middle East.
Mission:
To evolve and manage investments at the developed zones by using
the best global standards of services and infrastructure to support
investments of high and sustainable added value that keep pace with
developments, and create reliable strategic partnerships in accordance
with fair commercial principles based on excellence in performance,
simpliﬁcation of procedures and an array of preferential advantages.
Company key Strategic Directions:
• To expand the creation of development zones;
• To open areas for a variety of qualitative and quantitative
investments;
• To diversify and increase income sources;
• To maximize assets available to meet liabilities;
• To achieve the strategic goals;
• To rise the efficiency of the infrastructure and services;
• To increase the growth rate and sustain investment;
• To enhance the institutional capacity.

Strategic Key Performance Indicators
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2014

2015

2016

Infrastructure & Services Development

3%

4%

5%

Attracting& Sustaining Investment

1%

2%

3%

Institutional Capacity Development

2%

3%

4%

Company Strategic Plan for 2014-2016
2014
3%

2015
4%

2016
5%

Strategic
Goal 1

Raising the Efficiency of
Infrastructure & Services

Strategies

Performance Indicators

Procedural Activities

1. Conducting infrastructure development
case studies

Number of case studies

2. Evaluating the situation of existing The evaluation results for the situinfrastructure
ation of existing infrastructure
3. Identifying requirements needed for
renewing the existing infrastructure
4. Evaluating the opinion of investors about

1.1 Infrastrucinfrastructure
ture Devel5. Evaluating the environmental dimension
opment

Number of requirements needed
for renewing the existing infrastructure
Identified areas of where infrastructure need to be improved

for the existing infrastructure

The evaluation results related to
the environmental impact

6. Competitors’ benchmarking

The competitive position

7. Conducting feasibility studies to develop
infrastructure

Number of feasibility studies

8. Adopting an action plan to implement
process evaluation outputs, diagnostic and
field surveys

The completion rate in the action
plan

The evaluation results related to
1. Evaluating the situation of existing
the situation of existing infrastrucinfrastructure services
ture services
2. Identifying requirements needed for
renewing the existing infrastructure
services

Number of requirements needed
for renewing the existing infrastructure services

3. Evaluating the opinions expressed by investors concerning infrastructure service

Identified areas of where infrastructure services need to be
improved

1.2 Renewing 4. Conducting feasibility studies to develop
Number of feasibility studies
the existing infrastructure services.
infrastrucPreparing a list of criteria & the reture services
sults of examining the importance
5. Setting criteria to measure the importance degree of the provided services

6. Conducting field survey to identify the
investors’ needs, their rights and concerns

degree for the services provided
according to the criteria of measurement
Results of the conducted field
survey to identify the investors’
needs, their rights and concerns

7. Identifying services areas which the services areas which the Company
Company can carry out with the compe- can carry out with the competent
tent authorities on behalf of investors
authorities on behalf of investors
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Strategic Goal 2

Increasing the Average of
Investment Growth Ratio &
Sustained Investment

Strategies

Procedural Activities

1. Identifying and following up the activation of the company’s obligations towards
2.1 Maximizing the the development agreement.

benefit achieved
2. Identifying the developer’s obligations
from the preferenof the agreement.
tial advantages

3. Identifying the requirement of the Investment Law.
1. Identify benchmarking companies

2016

1%

2%

3%

Performance Indicators
The completion rate
The completion rate
The completion rate
Number of benchmarking
companies
The completion rate

3. review of lease and sales pricing policy

The completion rate

munication
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2015

2. Conducting an assessment & analysis
study.

4. Preparing a marketing plan
2.2 Conducting
competitors bench
5. Setting a plan for connection and commarking studies

2.3 Finding funding sources

2014

The completion rate
The completion rate

6. Identifying market priorities and preparing a guidance sheet

The completion rate

7. Specifying the number of dispersed factories and communicating with the municipalities to identify the problems as well as
the available opportunities

Number of factories

1. Finding strategic partnerships with secondary developers for future sites

Number of companies

2. Revising and updating the information
related to each site

Number of revisions

3. Preparing terms of reference and invitation to bid

Number of tenders

4. Conducting a legal study for the new
contracts and the existing companies contracts

The completion rate

5. Examining the possibility to provide investors with additional services

Number of services

6. Designing as well as applying the current
cost planning program

The completion rate

2014

2015

2016

2%

3%

4%

Strategic Goal 3

Enhancing the institutional capacity

Strategies

Procedural Activities

Performance Indicators

1. Developing a medium term plan for
human resources management

Developing the workforce
plan

3.1 Identifying priorities for the institu- 2. Updating Information Technology
tional development Systems
process
3. Developing a system to assess and
measure the institutional performance
3.2 Applying the
concept and principles of corporate
governance

1. Reconsidering systems, policies and
governance of the Board of Directors depending on good corporate governance
standards

Designing and applying
the system
Governance policies that
have been developed

2. Developing the Delegation of Authority The Delegation of AuthorMatrix
ity Matrix

1. Developing principles for assets man3.3 Developing
agement
policies for assets
management, invest- 2. Reconsidering the bidding instructions
ments and feasibility
studies
3. Reconsidering the procurement system

3.4 Consolidating
the concept of service and interaction
with the local community

Number of systems that
have been updated

principles of assets management
New bidding instructions
Updating the current procurement system

1. Developing specialized programs designed to rise the environment awareness

Number of programs
implemented to rise the
environmental awareness

2. Cooperating with the relevant authorities to rise the capacity of labor
force in order to serve investors

Number of activities
implemented to rise the
capacity of labor force

3. Supporting Business Incubators

Number of initiatives
implemented to support
Business Incubators
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Second: Industrial Map
The development of the Industrial Map

Estates and free zones to preserve the

comes as part of the Decimal Plan for the

agricultural land in Jordan.

Jordanian economy adopted by the government strategic direction to support and

For granted, both of the previous Jordan

enhance the national infrastructure of in-

Industrial Estates Corporation and the cur-

vestment, which represents the top prior-

rent Jordanian Industrial Estates Company

ity of the Government. The implementa-

JIEC have played a major role in empha-

tion and the outputs of the Industrial Map

sizing the outputs of the Industrial Map

require diligent efforts to be taken by all

which has been approved by the Coun-

concerned parties.

cil of Ministers. In fact, JIEC has a strong
belief that the Industrial Map will be of a

In this sense, the Industrial Map was

great importance and will result in positive

arranged in joint efforts of the Ministry

reflections on the structure of investment

of Industry, Trade & Supply, Ministry

in Jordan, more specifically the Develop-

of Municipal Affairs, Industrial Estates

ment Zones and the Industrial Estates. In

Corporation (the predecessor company of

addition, JIEC stresses the need to direct

JIEC), Development & Free Zones Commis-

the development costs into the identified

sion and the Department of Land & Survey.

locations. The Company believes also that

In fact, the development of Industrial Map

the outputs of the Industrial Map will play a

resulted from the growing appetite of pub-

major role in environmental protection and

lic and private sectors to establish and

sustainability.

develop industrial estates and free zones,
which could negatively lead to the random

From this standpoint, JIEC adopted an

spread of them all over the Kingdom and

executive program covering the centered

hence the inability to deliver infrastructure

and far distant cities for the years 2014 –

services to all zones as well as the difficulty

2025, by which the Company focuses on

of organizing regions in terms of environ-

planning, establishing and developing in-

mental impact.

dustrial estates (Development Zones) in all
Governorates. By doing so, this eliminates

The Goal of the Industrial Map is to iden-

the need for issuing a license to any indus-

tify the existing locations of the Industrial

trial facility outside the boundaries of the

Estates as well as Free Zones and its future

Industrial Development Zones.

enlargements. This map was developed to
become an authorized plan adopted by all
concerned and considered as an essential
part for future designing of the Industrial
22

Third: Company’s Action plan for the years (2015-2025)
Since the Royal Letter to His Excellency the

dustrial Estates. As to the future Industrial

Prime Minister stressed the need to devel-

Estates, the Company prepared the neces-

op a clear vision for the Jordanian econo-

sary economic feasibility studies, including

my in the next ten years, the Government

market, technical and financial studies, and

developed a decimal plan that focuses on

then the timeframe needed for implemen-

enhancing the economic growth drivers,

tation.

controlling the budget deficit, maintaining the fiscal and monetary stability and

The implementation of the first phases of

improving the competitiveness as well as

future Industrial Estates during the years

creating an excellent business environment

of (2015- 2025) emphasizes the goals and

that may attract investments, which will

the role of the Company in contributing to

help to provide job opportunities.

the achievement of development gains by
providing the perfect location and creating

In light of the content of the King’s mes-

the appropriate investment environment to

sage, JIEC affirmed its determination to

embrace the industrial projects, to create

continue developing the national economy

new job opportunities and to strengthen

by elaborating its Decimal Plan and Action

exports. All of these points symbolize the

plan for the years (2015-2025), by which

positive and indirect role of the Company

JIEC aimed at realizing the royal directions:

on contributing to the GDP.

establishing and developing the existing
and future Industrial Estates to achieve the
development goals, create new job opportunities for the citizens and mitigate the
problems of unemployment and poverty in
Jordan. In addition to that, this will enable
the Company to achieve its goals and objectives that aim to provide better services
to investors.
Besides, the Company provided also an
Executive Program to initiate the establishment of future Industrial Estates in various
governorates, namely, Tafilah, Madaba, Salt,
Jerash and Zarqa. Moreover, JIEC planned
to develop new phases in the existing In-
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Medium term Action plan for the Years (2015-2017)
1. Al-Mafraq Industrial Estate /King Hussein

tal land area of 2,475,000 m2. The first phase

Bin Talal Development Zone (KHBTDZ)

will cover 1,000,000 m2. ZIE is characterized

Al-Mafraq Industrial Estate/ Development

by its strategic location, which mediates Zar-

Zone is located within the King Hussein

qa Free Zone, Dhlail Region and Queen Alia

Bin Talal Development Zone (KHBTDZ) in

Airport. Designs have been completed and it

Mafraq. The total land of area is 1,847,000 m2.

is expected to start the implementation of its

(KHBTDZ) lies 60 kilometers to the north east

infrastructure during the second half of 2017.

of Amman. It is located on a network of fast

ZIA will be an excellent complex for the many

and modern roads linking Jordan, Syria, Iraq

industries scattered in Zarqa Governorate.

and Saudi Arabia. Moreover, it is intended to
convert the air base near the Industrial Estate

4. Salt Industrial Estate (SIE)

to a future multi-functional airport.

The total land area for establishing this Industrial Estate is 468.000 m2. SIE will be developed

Positioned within a regional transport center,

in one phase. Implementing the infrastructure

the location of (KHBTDZ) will facilitate the

will start during the end of 2015.

movement of goods from all over the region
as well as over the world and will also enhance

5. Jerash Industrial Estate (JIE)

the investment environment.

Situated in Jerash Governorate. The total
land area is amounted to 208,000 m2 and

2. Madaba Industrial Estate (MIE)
Madaba Industrial Estate is situated in Madaba
Governorate. The total land area allocated for
the establishment of MIE is 500,000 m2. Since
the necessary studies and designs dedicated to
implement this Industrial Estate are prepared,
it is now expected to start implementing its infrastructure during the last quarter of 2015. The
Company will create and develop the site of MIE
according to the latest industry specifications;
also, it is intended to provide this Estate with
the fundamental infrastructure networks. The
most important industries this Industrial Estate
is expected to stimulate will be the tech industries additionally to the pharmaceutical and
light medical industries.

will be developed in one phase. It is expected

3. Zarqa Industrial Estate (ZIE)

important are the growing investment move-

Zarqa Industrial Estate will be built on a to24

to start the implementation of its infrastructure during the end of 2015.
6. Tafliah Industrial Estate (TIE)
Located on the road that connects Tafilah to
Amman-Aqaba Highway, TIA is 22 km away
from Tafila City. The total land area dedicated
to establish TIA reaches to 1000,000 m2. It
will be developed in two phases where each
phase will cover 500.000 m2. It is expected
to start the implementation of its infrastructure during the last quarter of 2015.
The Company conducted a study and an
analysis relying on several variables, the most
ment, the size of exports and the increase of

employment opportunities. In doing so, the Company obtained a schedule that indicates inflows of the existing and future Industrial Estates in case all of these estates have been totally
occupied.
It is to be noted that the Company used the statistical Analysis to predict the next ten years.
By all techniques used in the statistical Analysis indicates the following forecasting results for
the years 2015-2024:

Table (1): shows the Inflows of Existing and Future Industrial Estates
Year

Number of
Companies

Investment
(million JOD)

Exports
(million JOD)

Workforce

2015

747

2775.55

1282.60

47744

2016

821

3053.10

1410.86

52518

2017

903

3358.41

1551.95

57770

2018

993

3694.25

1707.14

63547

2019

1093

4063.68

1877.85

69902

2020

1202

4470.05

2065.64

76892

2021

1322

4917.05

2272.20

84581

2022

1455

5408.75

2499.42

93039

2023

1600

5949.63

2749.37

102373

2024

1760

6544.59

3024.30

112578
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Investment Opportunities

- Achievements& Activities in 2014
1. Abdullah II IBN Al-Hussein Industrial Estate(AHIE)/ Sahab
Historical Overview:

Competitive Advantages:

• The first Industrial Estate which was estab-

• A proximity to Amman, the Capital of

lished in 1984, and considered the largest In-

Jordan.

dustrial Estate in Jordan.

• The largest industrial complex in Jordan.

• The Estate is located 12 km to the south east

• A proximity to the main lines that connect

of Amman, the capital of Jordan.

Jordan with the neighboring countries (by

• The total land area of this Estate is 2,530,000

land or by air).

m2.

Table (2): Number of Companies, Investment Volume, Exports and Number of Workers for 2012-2014
Abdullah II IBN Al-Hussein Industrial Estate in Figures
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Year

Number of
companies

Investment
Exports
(million JOD) (million JOD)

2012

382

1478,70

461,65

14260

2013

412

1600,00

519,55

16000

2014

454

1641,30

508,77

17473

Workforce

Investment Opportunities

2. Al-Hassan Industrial Estate (HIE) /Irbid
Historical Overview:

Competitive Advantages:

• Established in 1991.

• A Qualified Industrial Zone (QIZ).

• HIE is considered as the first Qualified In-

• A proximity to the northern crossing border.

dustrial Zone (QIZ) in Jordan.

• The largest industrial complex in the North

• The total land area of this Estate is 1,178,000

regio

m2.
• Located 75 km to the north of Amman.

Table (3): Number of Companies, Investment Volume, Exports and Number
of Workers for 2012-2014
Al-Hassan Industrial Estate in Figures
Year

Number of
Companies

Investment
Exports
(million JOD) (million JOD)

2012

114

368,13

298,27

14056

2013

124

381,68

344,15

17493

2014

137

405,72

399,26

21292

Workforce
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Investment Opportunities

3. Al-Hussein Bin Abdullah II Industrial Estate / Karak
Historical Overview:
• Inaugurated in September 2000.
• This Estate is the second Qualified Industrial
Zone (QIZ) in Jordan.
• The total land area of this Estate is 1,856,000
m2.
• The developed land area of this Estate
reaches to 786,000 m2. In addition, 1,085,000
m2 will be also developed in the first and
second phases of the Company’s Program of
Action for the years (2014-2025).

Competitive Advantages:
• A Qualified Industrial Zone (QIZ).
• Preferential Prices for sales and lease.
• Exemptions, incentives and other special
facilities.
• Proximity to the Port of Aqaba.

Table (4) : Number of Companies , Investment Volume, Exports and Number
of Workers for 2012-2014
Al-Hussein Bin Abdullah II Industrial Estate in Figures
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Year

Number of
Companies

Investment
(million JOD)

Exports
(million JOD )

Workforce

2012

22

37,22

73,80

2657

2013

22

38,54

96,30

2947

2014

23

39,98

105,00

3843

Investment Opportunities

4. Aqaba International Industrial Estate / Aqaba
Historical Overview:
• The total land area of this Estate is 2,750,000
m2. The first phase of this Estate that has
been developed reaches to 570,000 m2.
• The investable net land area reaches to
490,000 m2 of the first phase additionally
to a part of the second phase that reaches
450,000 m2.
• Given the great importance of this Estate
as well as being located in the Aqaba Special
Economic Zone (ASEZ), this Estate is considered a pioneering experiment, the first
of its kind, in the Middle East region. Consequently and in compliance with encourag-

ing the role of the private sector, a company
with high reputation in the field of managing and marketing the industrial estates has
been selected to develop and promote this
Estate.
Competitive Advantages:
• Located in the heart of ASEZ.
• Proximity to the Port as well as to the Aqaba International Airport.
• An outstanding boundary location that mediates many countries.
• Authorized as a Qualified Industrial Zone
(QIZ).

Table (5) : Number of Companies , Investment Volume, Exports and Number
of Workers for 2012-2014
Al-Hussein Bin Abdullah II Industrial Estate in Figures
Year

Number of
Companies

Investment
(million JOD)

Exports
(million JOD )

Workforce

2013

38

190,0

100,0

950

2014

80

179,6

156,2

1000
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5. Al-Muwaqar Industrial Estate
Historical Overview:
• The total land area of this Estate is 2,500,000 m2.
• The first phase reaches to 1,444,000 m2
additionally to 1,056,000 m2 in the second
and third phase of the Company’s Program
of Action for the years (2014-2020).
• The second Industrial Estate in the capital
of Jordan (Amman) and is considered an
extension to the Abdullah II Bin Al-Hussein
Industrial Estate, the latter being fully
occupied.
• Located within the boundaries of the
Development Zones that have been announced
by the Development Zones Law.

Competitive Advantages:
• A strategic site located adjacent to the
highway, which connects Jordan, Saudi
Arabia and Iraq.
• Al-Muwaqar Industrial Estate is located 120
km from the Jordanian-Saudi borders and
310 km from the Jordanian-Iraqi borders.
• A fully equipped industrial estate in terms
of infrastructure and basic services provided,
as the best international practices in the field
of establishing and developing industrial
estates has been adopted in this Estate.
• Provide excellent incentives & exceptions
for local and foreign investors.

Table (6): Number of Companies, Investment Volume, Exports and Number
of Workers for 2012-2014
Al-Muwaqar Industrial Estate in Figures
Year

Number of
Companies

Investment
(million JOD)

Exports
(million JOD )

Workforce

2012

22

196,80

49,29

1460*

2013

22

225,30

59,38

2068*

2014

23

286,65

67,66

4880*

* The expected number of workers.
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** Implementing the establishment of factories began during (2012-2014).

Table (7): Actual Results of all Industrial Estates in term of Investment Volume,
Exports and Workforce
Indicators

2013

2014

Increase Rate %

Number of Companies

617

743

20%

Investment Volume
(million JOD )

2435,55

2553,25

4,8%

Exports (million JOD )

1119,38

1236,90

10,5%

Workforce

39459

48488

22,8%

Table (8): Number of Companies, Investment Volume, Exports and Number of
Workers in all Industrial Estates in 2014
2014
Industrial Estate

Number of
Companies

Investment (million JOD)

Exports
(million JOD)

Number of
Workers

Abdullah II
Industrial Estate

454

1641,30

508,77

17473

Al-Hassan Industrial
Estate

137

405,72

399,26

21292

Al-Hussein Bin
Abdullah II
Industrial Estate

23

39,98

105,00

3843

Al-Muwaqar
Industrial Estate

49

286,65

67,66

4880*

Aqaba International
Industrial Estate

80

179,60

156,20

1000

Total

743

2553,25

1236,90

48488

* The expected number of workers.
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Table (9): Distribution of Workforce by Nationality Index
Workforce by Nationality Index
Industrial Estate

Jordanian

Foreign

Total

Percentage
per Each Industrial Estate

Abdullah II Industrial Estate

14392

3081

17473

36%

Al-Hassan Industrial Estate

6584

14708

21292

44%

Al-Hussein Bin Abdullah II Industrial Estate

1046

2797

3843

8%

Al-Muwaqar Industrial Estate

1000

-

1000

2%

Aqaba International Industrial
Estate

3220

1660

4880

10%

Total

26242

22246

48488

Percentage

54%

100%
46%

100%

Distribution of workforce by Nationality
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Al Muwaqar
Estate

3220

Aqaba
Estate

1000

Al Hussein
Estate

1046

2797

Al Hassan
Estate

6584

14708

Abdullah II
Estate

14392

3081

1660

Jordanian

Foreign

Table (10): Distribution of Workforce by Gender Index
Workforce by Gender Index
Industrial Estate

Male

Female

Total

Percentage
per Each Industrial Estate

Abdullah II Industrial Estate

15283

2190

17473

36%

Al-Hassan Industrial Estate

8127

13165

21292

44%

Al-Hussein Bin Abdullah II Industrial Estate

724

3119

3843

8%

Al-Muwaqar Industrial Estate

950

50

1000

2%

Aqaba International Industrial
Estate

4440

440

4880

10%

Total

29524

18964

48488

Percentage

61%

100%
39%

100%

Distribution of Workforce by Gender Index
Al Muwaqar
Estate

4440

Aqaba
Estate

950

Al Hussein
Estate

724

3119

Al Hassan
Estate

8127

13165

Abdullah II
Estate

15283

2190

440

Male

Female
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JIEC Financial Performance Evaluation for 2014
JIEC makes every effort to improve the quality
and reliability of its financial statements. For this
purpose, the Company draws upon the experience of one of the Big Five audit firms for its
annual audit accounts’ report. In addition, the
Company has recently activated its Internal Audit Department (IAD) in 2014 by consulting the
services of a global audit firm (KPMG), which,
in return, identified the risks and organized the
Company’s Internal Audit Plan. Besides, JIEC
has also signed a one-year contract with the
same audit firm in order to gain deeper insights
in the internal audit activity of the Company. In
doing so, JIEC seeks to develop the capacity
of its IAD’ staff which will enable them to work
in a scientific and professional manner as well
as to complement their knowledge in this field.
All these initiatives will enhance the Company’s
effort aiming to the governance of all its businesses as well as to give assurance and reliability over its financial statements.
The Company also publishes its financial state-
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ments by all available means of financial information such as the annual report and via its
website or any other available media to reach
who are interested in it. In this sense, the Company prepares its annual budget in a high degree of transparency as well as according to
the modern conceptual frameworks. Hence, the
Company annual budget is oriented by trusted
results as well as prepared in accordance with
the principles of responsibility accounting. Accordingly, the obtained results are measured
and compared with the schedule by using the
SMARTER performance indicators and this aims
to achieve the desired outcomes.
1. Performance Evaluation to the Investment
Location in Industrial Estates.
A. Return On Cost and Expenses
The net savings that JIEC has earned in 2014
from the total locations of investment in all Industrial Estates amounted to JOD (4,900,639)

million. This sum has been determined after subtracting all direct & indirect costs and expenses
of the Industrial Estates, which reached to JOD
(7,249,988) million. Effectively, the rate of Return on Cost and Expenses reached to the value
of (2,211), which indicates the Company has
recovered all costs and expenses for the year
2014 and achieved net savings equal to (1.211)
of the Company’s costs and expenses. This is an
indicator that shows the company’s efficiency
in managing and allocating the available financial resources as the total amount spent by the
Company in 2014 made greater returns that
even exceeded what have been planned for.
B. Return On Revenues
The total operational revenue the Company has
achieved in 2014 of all existing Industrial Estates
reached to JOD (16,029,888) million, recording
a growth ratio of (11 %) over their level in 2013.
This indicator shows the best use of the Company’s reputation in the field of investment as well
as emphasizes the confidence of investors in the
Company in spite of the difficult economic and
political conditions faced by the region.
C. The return on revenues that the Company has
earned in 2014 amounted to (31%), recording a
growth ratio of (182%) over their level recorded
in 2013. This is attributed to the company’s capacity to control expenses and even to reduce
the direct operational expenses. It is noted that
the operational expenses fell by in 2014 about
13% over their level recorded in 2013. Similarly,
the total revenues reflected an increased of (11
%) in 2014 over their level recorded in 2013.
D. The total net savings achieved by the Company in 214 reached to JOD (4,900,639) million,
registering a growth ratio of (214 %) over their
level in 2013. This is an indicator that assures
the Company’s efficiency in managing the direct operational expenses and in maximizing its
ability to grow steadily by bringing more rev-

enues and thorough the best use of the Company’s resources, which led to lower the expenses.
2. Net Returns On Investment
A. The total fixed assets that are invested in the
Industrial Estates reached to JOD (50.5) million and achieved a return of (10%), registering
a growth ratio of (233%) compared to their level
in 2013, which indicates the efficient feasibility
of capital spending in the Industrial Estates.
As to the overall return on investment (ROI), it
amounted to (6%) in 2014, recording a growth
ratio of (221%) over their level in 2013, which
indicates the efficiency of investment in the Industrial Estates as well as the effectiveness of
the activity.
The current ratio reached the value of (4) in
2014, which reflects the financial strength of the
Company.
4. Inventory turnover average reached to (6.5%)
in 2014, which indicates the Company’s reserves
remain comfortable and cover at least (6) years.
5. Evaluation of Company’s Branches to the investment locations in Industrial Estates
- All Industrial Estates were able to manage
the operational expenses in the past two years
(2013 and 2014).
- Al-Muwaqar Industrial Estate was ranked first
in achieving return on revenues in 2014, recording a ratio of (58%), followed by Al Hassan Industrial Estate in Irbid , registering a ratio of (52%).
- Al-Muwaqar Industrial Estate was ranked first
in 2014 in achieving return on investment in
2014, recording a ratio of (64%), followed by Al
Hassan Industrial Estate in Irbid , registering a
ratio of (22%).
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Jordan Industrial Estates Company
Financial Position as at 31 December 2014
Item

Estate

Abdullah II

Al-Hassan

Al-Hussein

Aqaba

Al-Muwaqqar

Total

Assets

Total
2013

Circulating Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents

6,359,813

3,538,248

563,942

181,811

0

132,582

10,776,397

1,830,168

Investments in Financial Asset in Fair
Value

61,750

0

0

0

0

0

61,750

527,102

Commercial Payables

3,267,260

0

849,599

448,746

471,756

33,885

5,071,246

2,427,981

Accounts Payable

8,630

14,191

874

1,952

1,008,926

10,865

1,045,438

330,032

Cheques under Collection

4,924,411

2,659,991

794,396

2,527

8,381,325

5,440,901

Leased Buildings

0

840,615

8,942,531

3,218,286

395,660

1,282,000

14,679,092

17,665,405

Developped Lands

0

8,832,508

8,118,873

6,198,019

7,105,792

5,567,372

35,822,565

38,672,882

Total Circulating Assets

14,621,864

15,885,554

19,270,215

10,051,341

8,982,134

7,026,704

75,837,813

66,894,471

Investment in an Associate Company

8,352,319

0

0

0

0

0

8,352,319

8,326,264

Leased Buildings

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Developed Lands

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Undeveloped Lands

9,040,495

0

790,468

2,810,145

3,129,657

14,005,736

29,776,501

24,797,586

Noncurrent Assets

Property and Equipment

276,236

5,634,028

6,014,820

3,509,821

3,680,061

7,904,541

27,019,508

28,468,954

Projects under Execution

345,041

0

3,705,586

0

0

2,739,443

6,801,751

3,903,621

Deferred Revenues

1,273,009

11,682

0

0

0

0

1,273,009

3,690,871

Total Noncurrent Assets

19,287,099

5,645,710

10,510,875

6,319,966

6,809,718

24,649,720

73,223,088

69,187,296

Total Assets

33,908,963

21,531,264

29,781,090

16,371,307

15,791,852

31,676,424

149,060,901

136,081,767

Liabilities and Equity
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

4,748,315

4,650,057

1,023,288

479,651

147

385,700

11,287,159

5,066,520

Deferred Revenues

0

658,051

2,238,481

0

0

0

2,896,532

1,308,672

Loans

4,000,000

0

0

0

0

0

4,000,000

3,200,000

Total Current Liabilities

8,748,315

5,308,108

3,261,769

479,651

147

385,700

18,183,691

9,575,192

Provision for End-of-service Indemnity

587,613

190,216

291,231

170,696

0

82,246

1,322,002

1,190,873

Received in Advance for Building
Industrial Estate

2,110,000

0

0

0

0

0

2,110,000

794,881

Loans

4,004,596

0

0

0

0

0

4,004,596

4,859,843

Total of Noncurrent Liabilities

6,702,210

190,216

291,231

170,696

0

82,246

7,436,599

6,845,597

Capital

17,625,209

15,885,719

24,098,228

15,693,668

15,806,612

26,411,026

115,520,462

116,520,462

Statutory Reserve

319,496

0

0

319,496

440,502

Facultative Reserve

0

0

0

0

0

Noncurrent Liabilities

Equiy
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Accumulated Earnings

513,733

147,221

2,129,862

27,293

-14,907

4,797,452

7,600,653

2,700,014

Net Equity

18,458,439

16,032,940

26,228,090

15,720,961

15,791,705

31,208,478

123,440,612

119,660,978

Total Liabilities and Equity

33,908,964

21,531,264

29,781,090

16,371,308

15,791,852

31,676,424

149,060,901

136,081,767

Jordan Industrial Estates Company
Statement of Comprehensive Income for the Year Ended on 31 December, 2014
Estate

Abdullah II

Al-Hassan

Selling Lands and Buildings

0

108,438

1,433,001

149,285

Cost of Sales

0

56,343

424,120

136,367

Net Sales

0

52,096

1,008,882

12,918

Revenues

Al-Hussein

Aqaba *

Al-Muwaqqar

Total

182,792

7,834,617

9,708,134

42,194

2,647,641

3,306,665

4,015,995

140,598

5,186,976

6,401,469

4,235,255

2014

2013
8,251,250

Rents

0

771,873

2,137,928

714,308

0

193,492

3,817,601

3,732,191

Revenues of Water Sold

0

488,128

144,283

572,027

0

115,650

1,320,088

1,223,000

Cost of Water Sold

0

372,995

36,290

112,939

0

50,374

572,597

511,000

Net Sales of Water Sold

0

115,133

107,993

459,089

0

65,276

747,491

712,000

Other Revenues

207,730

366,427

401,659

10,907

0

197,343

1,184,066

1,183,306

Total Revenues

207,730

1,734,867

4,116,871

1,446,527

182,792

8,341,102

16,029,888

14,389,747

Net Revenues

207,730

1,305,529

3,656,462

1,197,221

140,598

5,643,087

12,150,627

9,862,752

General And Administrative
Expense

2,144,114

867,257

1,005,749

959,781

926

457,757

5,435,584

5,004,764

Doubtful Receivables Expenses

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,112,738

Depreciaition

55,230

291,051

520,851

Expenses

Cost of Funds
Exchange Differences

210,148

154,579

387,878

1,619,704

1,639,006

0

0

0

0

0

39,147

0

0

0

0

0

186,795

Investment Losses

2,025

0

0

0

0

2,025

2,363

Loss from Investment in Associate Company

192,642

0

0

0

0

192,642

319,300

Total Expenses

2,394,011

1,158,308

1,526,600

1,169,929

155,506

845,635

7,249,988

8,304,113
1,558,639

Net Profit

-2,186,281

147,221

2,129,862

27,293

-14,907

4,797,452

4,900,639

Cost Management Allocation

-2,394,011

239,401

718,203

239,401

119,701

1,077,305

0

0

Total Expenses

0

1,397,709

2,244,803

1,409,330

275,206

1,922,940

7,249,988

8,304,113

Net Profit after Costs Allocation

207,730

-92,180

1,411,658

-212,109

-134,608

3,720,147

4,900,639

1,558,639

1.241

1.834

1.026

0.664

4.338

2.211

1.733

8.49%

51.73%

1.89%

-8.16%

57.52%

30.57%

10.83%

2%

12%

0%

0%

70%

10%

3%

1.5%

11.9%

0.2%

-0.1%

23.0%

6.1%

1.9%

3.0

5.9

21.0

61,103.0

18.2

4.2

7.0

0.6%

2.5%

1.4%

0.6%

38.7%

6.5%

7.1%

171.7

40.2

69.1

177.8

2.6

15.3

14.0

Return On Cost=

Return On Revenue=

Total Revenues
Total expenses
Net Savings
Total Revenues
Net Savings

Net Return on Investment =

Total Return on Investment =

Trading Rate- time

Value of Invested
Assets
Overall Operational Savings
Value of Fixed Assets Invested
Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Cost of Sales

Inventory Turnover Average

Inventory
Years Number of
Change in Inventory =

* The Company share from the the first phase is 70% and 30% from the second phase. When taking this into account in function to
expenses, the Estate is profitable
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Fourth: JIEC General Policy
Establishing and managing the Industrial
Estates in all regions of the Kingdom is one
of the main goals of Jordan Industrial Estates
Company. This has an active role in stimulating
the economic and investment activity of the
national economy. The company, at the end
of 2013, owns five operating Industrial Estates
distributed in the governorates of the Capital,
the northern and southern areas additionally
to other locations owned by the company in
various governorates to host future Industrial
Estates. As a result, the Company administration laid down its General Policy in line with its
strategic plans and programs of action.
Accordingly, its Board of Directors has adopted
the following major decisions:
• Approval of establishing future industrial estates funded from the Gulf Grant Allocations
Fund and by its self revenues.
• The approval of the financial and economic
feasibility studies for future Industrial Estates.
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• The approval of supporting the industrial
projects funded from the Governorates Development Fund.
• Analyzing the offers to the Tender related to
the terms of reference for studying, designing
and preparing the documents of both Madaba
Industrial Estate and Salt Industrial Estates.
• Approval of the Financial Statements of the
Company and the Independent Auditor’s Report for the former year in January 31, 2013.
• Listening to a briefing from the Chief Executive Officer that reports the financial indicators, the financial statements and the activity
of investment for the first half of 2014.
• The approval of the CEO’s Memorandum reporting the relationship between the Company and the Developer (PBI) of Aqaba International Industrial Estate and submitted it to the
Minister of Industry & Trade.
• Approval of the Company General Budget of
the year 2015.

- Promotional Activities
JIEC has developed an integrated marketing
plan involving various activities, where the
most important is conducting marketing tours
to various countries to promote the investment
environment in Jordan along with the opportunities provided at the Industrial Estates. This
activity came in line because JIEC believes that
its staff and employees must have an access
to different types of markets related to the
industrial business, which will help JIEC staff
to gain knowledge and experience in establishing, managing, marketing, and organizing the
Industrial Estates.
The most prominent activities included marketing visits to China, USA, Turkey Singapore,
Indonesia, Iraq, and the United Arab Emirates.
The Company also contacted Syrian businessmen in Syria, Egypt and Syrian concentrations in
Jordan as well as industrial investors operating
- Training and Development
The Company pays high attention to train and
qualify its staff. Since its inception to the present
day, the Company has developed training plans
that comply with the mechanism of its work.
These training plans aim to train its staff in their
respective fields as well as to improve their skills
and to develop their experiences through their
participation in both internal and external training
courses. In addition, JIEC have attended several
workshops and seminars, which contributed in
many ways to enhance the staff’s knowledge
related to the different areas of specialization
within the Company.
Furthermore, as part of its marketing plan and its
key goals, the Company is always keen to take
part in local, regional and international exhibitions
and conferences through the participation of its
staff and employees. In fact, the Company’s participation in these events expands year after year,
as this stems from the Company’s vision of the

outside the Industrial Estates in order to urge
them to expand their business into the Industrial
Estates. Furthermore, the Company coordinated with the Jordanian embassies abroad, and
a channel of communication has been opened
with several outside parties to benefit from the
Company’s experience in developing Industrial
Estates.

openness importance to different markets related
to the nature of its work and the need to involve
its staff and employees to gain knowledge and
access to the markets targeted by the Company.
Effectively, the Company’s participation covered
most events that took place in brotherly Arab
countries and friendly foreign countries, which
contributed to accelerate the Company’s development wheel, which in turn has been reflected
on the excellence of the Jordanian experience in
the field of Industrial Estates.
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- Basic and Ancillary Services at the Industrial Estates
The company provides an integrated package of basic and ancillary services to industries
in fulfillment of the investors need for saving time and effort and to facilitate for them the
completion of all their transactions.
Basic Services

Ancillary Services

Internal Road Network

Customs Centre

Electricity Network

Vocational Training Centre

Street Lighting

Innovation Centers at AL-Hassan Industrial
Estate/ Irbid and AL-Hussein Industrial
Estate/ Al-Karak

Telecommunications Network

Labor Office

Water Network

Civil defense Casern and Police Station

Water Treatment Plant

Banks and Bonded Zones

Sewerage Network

Free Zones

Water Drainage Network

Fuel Station and Maintenance Centre

Landscaping

Clearance and Cargo Transport Office

Free Internet Browsing

Emergency and Surgery Clinic

Water Samples Testing Laboratory

Liaison Office for the Ministry of Industry
and Trade

A One-stop Shop Service Office

Liaison Office for the Royal Scientific
Society

A 24/7 Call Centre

Liaison Office for the Chambers of
Industry

An Interactive Website
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- One-stop Shop Services (Investors Service Office)
With the principle of entrepreneurship and
excellence in providing services to investors,
JIEC was one of the first parties and pioneers
to adopt the idea of one-stop shop services
through establishing an office for assisting
investors for every Industrial Estate. These
offices have been assigned with tasks and
duties to remove all sorts of obstacles that
might face the investors and vendor services
on ground. Such offices are meant to be a connecting link between the investor and the various Company divisions. As time is crucial and
essential when dealing with investor’s transactions, a reasonable and objective time frame
has been allocated for each transaction, and
in order to save the investors time and effort,
they will be notified about this time frame

in advance. In an attempt to monitor these
controls, the program prepared for receiving
investor requests and has been connected
directly to the senior management. These offices are also entrusted to make immediate
response to all investor’s inquiries.
These offices have been supplied with all brochures, bulletins and up-to-date publications
needed by the investors. These offices are also
supported with free internet services, turning
them into a bank of information. They are basically an investment gate allowing investors to
access to all facilities, exemptions and services
provided in all Industrial Estates.

- Procedures for receiving New Investors
A. As a first step, the investor who wishes to
establish a new industrial project may visit the
Investors’ Services Office of the respective Industrial Estate to review the available options and
alternatives including plots of lands, available
buildings, basic and ancillary services. He may
also have an idea about the industries existing
within the respective Estate.
B. Having reviewed the competitive advantage,
incentives, granted exemptions and services provided by the Estate administration, the investor
makes his decision to choose an available building or a plot of land indicating the required land
zone by completing a preliminary inquiry form.
If his choice is not available upon request, he will
be contacted once his request becomes available
in future.
C. If the investor’s choice is available upon request, the investor should fill an investment request form and provide all basic information
about his company and its goals attached with
the following identification documents as issued
by the Ministry of Industry and Trade:
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- Company Registration Certificate.
- A letter identifying the authorized
signatories on behalf of the company.
D. Once the Investors Services Office makes
sure that all required documents are complete in accordance with the quality assurance
procedure for the respective form, then the
investor registers the request in the Investors’

Request Registry, so that the request could
be followed up with concerned departments
in the Industrial Estate’s management and
Contracts Department of the Promotion and
Sales Directorate. The goal is to complete the
request in record time not exceeding three
days from the date of receiving all the required
documents.

- Other services provided by the Industrial Estates through the Services Office
Obtaining Construction License

Electricity Supply

Obtaining Occupancy Permit

Valid Professions and Industry
Practicing Licenses

Water Supply Connection

Telecommunications Services
Licensee

Maintenance Services

Free Internet Connection through
Services Offices

Registration with the former Development Zones Commission: at the
present Jordan Investment Commission
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Fifth: The Social Responsibility for Jordan Industrial
Estates Company
Establishing a number of Industrial Estates in the various governorates of the
Kingdom and the Company’s tendency
to establish more new Industrial Estates
come upon His Majesty’s Instructions to
the Government. Therefore, these Estates
play a great role in the national economy
in general and in the local communities
where these Industrial Estates are located
in specific. In fact, the Company gives all
attention to the developmental side when
considering the establishment of any Industrial Estate. Hence, the Company considers its developmental reflections on the
surrounding local communities such as
providing employment opportunities for
the people of these communities and supporting the activities and programs of civil
society, including the social, health, cultural, artistic, educational activities and others. This can be achieved directly through

the Estates’ departments or through the
investing companies established in the existing Industrial Estates.
As creativity allied to innovation has always been at the heart of the Company’s
endeavor, JIEC launched Al Urdonia Lil
Ebda’ (BIC) in cooperation with Jordan
Enterprise Development Corporation, Jordan Engineers Association, King Abdullah
II Fund for Development additionally to
Jordan University of Science and Technology, Yarmouk University and Mutah University. The main goal of BIC is to establish
an easy interchange between the scientific and industrial environments. To achieve
this goal, Al Urdonia Lil Ebda’ stimulates
the innovators from the students’ universities and local communities to transform
their creative ideas into emerging investment companies. The Company, therefore,
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supports provides them with the required
assistance to embrace this business and
create new jobs. We can say that one of
the main goals of Al Urdonia Lil Ebda’ is
to act as a bridge between places of innovation (universities, technical institutes,
businessmen) and the venture capital
community, which will reflect positively on
developing and raising the efficiency of investment projects in the Industrial Estates.
Moreover, Al Urdonia Lil Ebda’ (BIC) was
the first Jordanian part to become a member of the Board of Directors of the Asian
Science Parks Association (ASPA). It
hosts the Association’s regional office for
Western Asia region and had the honor of
hosting the fifteenth meeting of the Asian
Science Park Leaders in 2010. In addition,
Al Urdonia Lil Ebda’ (BIC) is a full member
of the European Innovation Centers Network (EBN); it hosts the regional office of
the network for the Middle East and North
Africa Region. Furthermore, it was the first
Jordanian business incubator to receive
the quality logo for best practices in the
business incubator field, which testifies
that Al Urdonia Lil Ebda’ (BIC) follows the
best practices. Likewise, it obtained the
award dedicated for the leading company
in business incubation in Jordan for 2009
–2010.
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As a continuation for its efforts aiming to
provide Jordanians with job opportunities,
the Company took upon itself to strengthen its relationship with the private sector
to fill the needs of Jordanian labor force in
finding training and rehabilitation opportunities, paid and characterized of encouraging incentives, to prepare them for the
demands of the job market. To realize this,
the Company announced a number of vacant training and rehabilitation opportuni-

ties in the Al-Muwaqqar Industrial Estate
in cooperation with the Training Center of
PineTree Company for Clothing Industry
and the Local Development Directorate of
Interior Ministry. This effort complies with
the Company’s developmental plans looking for enhancing its partnership with the
existing industrial sector operating in the
Industrial Estates. It also aims at establishing a support-force through different
aspects, mostly fostering more new job
opportunities in the industrial companies
that have been attracted to work within
the complex of Industrial Estates. As well,
this came in line with the Agreement
signed last year between JIEC and the
Ministry of Interior, which aims at unifying
efforts made to train and rehabilitate the
Jordanian workforce to enable them to
work in the attracted investment projects,
so that the citizens of surrounding communities can find job opportunities and
accordingly contribute to mitigate poverty and unemployment issues. In fact, the
job opportunities advertised by the Company PineTree in the Al-Muwaqqar Industrial Estates are only the first advertised
opportunities. More job and training opportunities with monthly salaries for trainees will be soon announced in the rest of
Industrial Estates scattered in the various
governorates of the Kingdom.

Independent Auditor’s Report
Dear Shareholders of Jordan Industrial Estates Company
A Private Limited Shareholding Company
Amman – The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

Introduction
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of Jordan Industrial Estates Company
(A Private Limited Shareholding Company) which comprise the Statement of Financial Position
as at 31 December 2014, the Statement of Comprehensive Income, the Statement of Changes in
Equity, the Statement of Cash Flows for the year then ended, a summary of significant accounting policies and the other related notes.
Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance with International financial reporting standards and maintenance of internal control relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements that are free
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express opinions on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with international audit standards. Those standards require
that we commit the rules of professional conduct, plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal
control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. Accordingly, we express no such opinion. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our audit opinions.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the respective financial position of Jordan Industrial Estates Company (A Private Limited Shareholding Company) as of December 31, 2014, and the respective changes in financial position,
and, where applicable, cash flows thereof for the year then ended in accordance with international financial reporting standards.
Other Mater
The financial statements for the year ended on 31 December 2013 were audited by another
auditor which is considered unqualified opinion, noticing that we do not have any significant
reservation on his opinion in respect of matters contained in the Financial Statements on the
12th may, 2014.
PKF International- Jordan Khattab & Co.
Mohammad Khattab
(License No. 730)
Amman – The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan On February 12, 2015
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Jordan Industrial Estates Company
A Private Limited Shareholding Company
Amman – The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Financial position as at 31 December 2014
NOTES
Assets

2014

2013

JOD

JOD

Cash and Cash Equivalents

5

10,796,765

1,830,168

Investments in Financial Assets at Fair Value
through Profit or Loss

6

15,000

17,025

Commercial Payables

7

1,398,876

3,148,573

Cheques under Collection- Short Term

8

3,765,608

2,606,572

Other Debit Balances

9

159,375

219,166

51,570

565,327

32,959

8,866

16,220,153

8,395,697

4,613,190

2,834,329

10,000

10,000

Employees Loans Balances- Short Term
Amounts due from Related Parties

10

Total Circulating Assets
Noncurrent Assets
Cheques under Collection

8

Investments in Financial Asset in Fair Value
through the Comprehensive Income
Investments in an Associate Company

11

8,159,677

8,352,319

Investments in a Subsidiary Company

12

26,25

36,750

537,863

-

Employees Loans Balances
Leased Buildings

13

17,058,706

17,665,405

Developed Lands

14

35,450,700

39,122,320

Undeveloped Lands

15

26,954,092

24,522,425

Property and Equipment

16

27,312,713

28,184,392

Projects under Execution

17

6,376,998

3,903,621

126,500,189

124,631,561

Total Circulating A
 ssets
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Total Assets

142,720,342

133,027,258

5,374,376

2,243,954

Rents Revenues Received in Advance

1,626,442

1,308,672

Advanced Receipts for Sale of Lands

644,638

1,464,881

Portions of Loans Payable

3,430,598

2,302,812

Portions of Loans Payable Over a Year

1,143,499

1,151,406

Total Current Liabilities

12,219,553

8,471,725

Liabilities and Equity
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable

18

Noncurrent Liabilities
Loan

19

2,110,000

-

Deferred Grant Revenue

20

3,430,499

4,605,625

Provision for end-of-service indemnity

21

1,311,116

1,190,873

Received in Advance for Building Industrial
Estates

22

492,070

492,070

Total Noncurrent Liabilities

7,343,685

6,288,568

Total Liabilities

19,563,238

14,760,293

116,520,462

116,520,462

Statutory Reserve

808,510

319,496

Retained Earnings

5,828,132

1,427,007

123,157,104

118,266,965

142,720,342

133,027,258

Equity
Capital

Total Equity
Total Liabilities and Equity

23
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Jordan Industrial Estates Company
A Private Limited Shareholding Company
Amman – The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
Statement of Comprehensive Income for the Year Ended on 31 December 2014
NOTES
Revenues

2014

2013

JOD

JOD

Net Profits from Selling Lands and Buildings

24

6,401,469

4,460,124

Rents

25

3,817,601

3,732,191

Other Revenues

26

1,876,310

1,676,306

Difference in Loan Evaluation

55,247

Total Revenues

-

-

12,150,627

9,868,621

Expenses
Salaries, Wages and Related Benefits

27

3,323,925

3,074,925

Administrative Expense

28

2,111,179

1,929,839

7

-

1,112,738

13 ، 16

1,619,704

1,639,006

513

39,147

-

186,795

Doubtful Receivables Expenses
Depreciation
Finance Costs
Difference in Loan Evaluation
Change in Fair Value of Financial Assets in Fair
Value through profit or loss

6

2,025

2,363

Loss from Investment in an Associate Company

11

192,642

293,245

10,500

-

Total Expenses

7,260,488

8,278,058

Comprehensive Income for the Year

4,890,139

1,590,563

Low investment in subsidiary losses
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